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STAFF OF THE ILLINOIS COMMERCE COMMISSION’S  
RESPONSIVE PLEADING TO COMMONWEALTH EDISON COMPANY’S 

PETITION AND SUPPLEMENTAL PETITION 
 
 
 Pursuant to the Administrative Law Judge’s order on June 23, 2009, the Staff of 

the Illinois Commerce Commission (“Staff”) files this responsive pleading to 

Commonwealth Edison Company’s (“ComEd”) Petition and Supplemental Petition filed 

in this docket.  By filing this responsive pleading, Staff does not waive any arguments 

that may be raised during the hearing or in its post hearing briefs.   

 

 1. On June 1, 2009 ComEd filed a verified petition seeking approval from the 

Illinois Commerce Commission (“Commission”) of: (a) ComEd’s proposed Advanced 

Metering Infrastructure (“AMI”) Pilot Program (“AMI Pilot”); (b) ComEd’s proposed AMI 

Assessment Customer Applications Plan;, (c) ComEd tariff sheets providing for the 

recovery of certain costs; (d) the recovery of certain costs of the pilot under Rider AMP 

as currently in force and as proposed to be amended; and (e) ComEd’s request for a 

limited waiver of certain IDC rules.  In support of its petition ComEd filed direct 

testimonies of various witnesses. ComEd Petition, p. 1 
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 2. On June 24, 2009 ComEd filed a motion for leave to file a supplement to 

its petition (“ComEd Motion”).  In its Supplemental Petition ComEd indicated that it 

would be unable in June of 2009 to submit to the Commission a particular list of 

American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009 projects (“ARRA Projects”) for 

approval as was contemplated under its petition. Supplemental Petition, p. 2  ComEd 

further indicated that in this proceeding it still intended to seek approval of its 

amendments to Rider AMP proposed in the petition including those “designed to 

optimize ComEd’s and Illinois opportunity to receive stimulus funds.” Id.  ComEd further 

explained that it intends to file in August 2009 a formal application for approval of its 

ARRA Projects(s) as a separate docket. Id. The Illinois Attorney General (“AG”) and the 

Illinois Industrial Energy Consumers (“IIEC”) objected to the ComEd Motion.  On July 

10, 2009 the Administrative Law Judge (“ALJ”) issued a ruling granting ComEd’s 

Motion. 

 

 3. On July 24, 2009 and August 7, 2009, Staff and various other parties filed 

direct and rebuttal testimony in this matter.  ComEd’s rebuttal testimony was filed on 

August 14, 2009. 

 
 4. Four witnesses are testifying for Staff in this docket in response to 

ComEd’s petitions and supporting testimony.  Those witnesses are: Dianna Hathhorn, 

Eric Schlaf, David Brightwell and Peter Lazare.  Each witness testified in response to 

various issues raised by ComEd’s petitions and supporting testimony. 

 

 5. Dianna Hathhorn addressed the following: 
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a. Regulatory Asset Recovery Life 

 Staff witness Hathhorn recommends that the Commission accept ComEd’s 

proposal of a 10-year regulatory asset life to recover the undepreciated cost of ComEd’s 

meters that will be retired early in order to implement the AMI pilot.  ICC Staff Ex. 2.0, p. 

3  Staff witness Hathhorn compared the estimated rate impacts for Rider AMP using the 

estimated remaining life of 13.69 years versus ComEd’s 10-year proposal.  She found 

that the difference in the resulting charges to be minimal and therefore she withdrew her 

objection as stated in Docket No. 07-0566 and accepts ComEd’s proposal of a 10-year 

regulatory asset life for the retired meters.  Id. 

In rebuttal testimony Staff witness Hathhorn clarified that in the future, if the 

Company were to request cost recovery for another regulatory asset, the Company 

would have to demonstrate the appropriate amortization period at that time.  Therefore, 

it was her position that the conclusion of the appropriate amortization period in this 

proceeding does not eliminate this requirement or prevent the Commission from 

reaching a different conclusion in the future, based on the evidence at that time. ICC 

Staff Ex. 5.0, pp. 4-5 

b. Rider AMP-Changes to certain Definitions related to certain O & M 
costs 

Staff witness Hathhorn recommends that the O&M costs incurred prior to the 

effective date of Rider AMP be amortized over a three-year period and that subsequent 

O&M costs be collected during the quarter following the date on which the expense is 

incurred.  The change would reduce the customer impact of the rider during the second 

quarter of 2010 and remove some of the quarter-to quarter variance in rates.  ICC Staff 
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Ex. 2.0, p. 6  Ms Hathhorn proposed certain language changes to Rider AMP to carry 

out those recommendations. Id., pp. 6-7 

 

c. Offset Rider AMP Costs with Revenue or Fees Collected 

Staff witness Hathhorn recommended that any revenue or fees collected from 

customers related to the Basic in-home display (“IHD”), Advanced IHD, or 

programmable communicating thermostats (“PCT”) should offset recoveries under Rider 

AMP.  ICC Staff Ex. 2.0, p. 7  She recommended certain language changes to the 

definition of Quarterly Authorized Incremental Costs, QIncExp on sheet 230. Id., pp. 7-8. 

 

d. Exclusion of Incentive Compensation Costs from Rider AMP Cost 
Recovery 

Staff witness Hathhorn recommended that incentive compensation costs be 

specifically excluded for cost recovery under Rider AMP.  The Company stated its 

position is that incentive compensation expense would be recoverable through Rider 

AMP.  ICC Staff Ex. 2.0, p. 8  Ms Hathhorn’s concern is that to allow incentive 

compensation expense to be recovered through Rider AMP would effectively guarantee 

prolonged contested proceedings in the annual reconciliation process. Id., p. 10.  Ms. 

Hathhorn further testified that if the Commission determines that it is appropriate for 

Rider AMP to recover incentive cost expenses, the order be clear that such a finding 

does not affect the Commission’s ability to review the reasonableness of such costs and 

the recoverability of incentive compensation costs in a general rate proceeding. Id., p. 

11. 
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e. Staff Recommendation Regarding Rider AMP-CA 

Staff witness Hathhorn recommends that ComEd supplement the record in this 

proceeding with its proposed pricing for Basic IHD: $3.50 per month; Advanced IHD: 

$7.00 per month, and PCT at $10.00 per month. ICC Staff Ex. 2.0, pp. 11-12. 

 

f. Deferred Expense for AMI costs 

In rebuttal, Staff witness Hathhorn objects to the IIEC recommendation that if the 

use of a cost recovery rider for AMI is not approved in this case, that ComEd be 

permitted to defer and record these costs for recovery in its next rate case.  The reason 

for Ms. Hathhorn’s objection is that deferred expenses are not allowable test year 

operating expenses under the Commission’s test year rules. ICC Staff Ex. 5.0, p. 2.  

 
 6. Eric Schlaf addressed the following: 
 

a. Scope, Size and Location of ComEd’s AMI Pilot Program Proposal 

With the exception of ComEd’s proposal to install 10,000 meters in the City of 

Elgin, Illinois, Staff did not oppose the scope, size or location of the proposed AMI pilot 

program.  ICC Staff Ex. 1.0, p. 3  With regard to the location Staff witness Schlaf noted 

that while other locations might also be feasible, Staff had no objection to the Maywood 

location as the principal site for the program. Id., p. 4 

In rebuttal testimony Staff witness Schlaf testified that ComEd should explain in 

its rebuttal testimony how the plan outlined in its response to MC-CNE Data Request 

2.01(a) aligns with the Commission’s order in Docket No. 07-0566. ICC Staff Ex. 4.0, 

pp. 2-3  In that data request response it appears to Staff witness Schlaf that ComEd is 

now proposing to expand the pilot from 141,000 meters to approximately 320,000 
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meters.  It also appears that ComEd may also significantly expand the size of the 

customer applications portion of the pilot.  Id. Given that Staff witness Schlaf testified 

that the Company should also (1) explain the effect (if any) a successful application to 

the Department of Energy would have on the cost and size of the pilot and (2) include in 

its rebuttal testimony an explanation of any other aspects of the pilot that would change 

if ComEd secures federal funding. Id., p. 3 

 

b. Modifications to Rider AMP 

 Staff witness Schlaf believes that ComEd has inadequately supported its 

proposal to modify Rider AMP to allow it to collect funds invested in non-AMI smart grid 

projects for which it may receive partial funding through the Department of Energy’s 

Smart Grid Investment Grant funding program.  ICC Staff Ex. 1.0, p. 3  Staff believes 

that ComEd has not provided any supporting analysis demonstrating why it would be 

unable to undertake non-AMI smart grid projects without rider recovery despite partial 

funding from the Federal Stimulus Fund.  Id., p. 9  Without further evidence supporting 

rider recovery, Staff witness Schlaf could not recommend that the Commission approve 

ComEd’s proposal to recover its non-AMI smart grid investments through Rider AMP. 

Id. 

 

c. Another Proceeding should be initiated for non-AMI smart grid 
projects receiving federal funds 

Staff witness Schlaf recommended that ComEd file its proposal to recover funds 

invested in non-AMI smart grid projects for which it has received partial funding through 

the Department of Energy’s Smart Grid Investment Grant funding program in another 
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proceeding, like the docket that will be initiated when it files for approval for the federal 

stimulus projects or another proceeding that is devoted solely to an examination of the 

recovery of investments associated with non-AMI pilot program smart grid projects. ICC 

Staff Ex. 1.0, p. 3 

 

d. Recovery of expenditures associated with customer applications 

Staff witness Schlaf did not oppose ComEd’s proposal to modify Rider AMP to 

collect approved expenditures associated with the customer applications portion of the 

pilot program.  ICC Staff Ex. 1.0, p. 4  Staff witness Schlaf testified that even though it 

appears that that the Docket No. 07-0566 Order does not specifically direct ComEd to 

test customer applications, Staff supports the concept of testing potential customer 

responsiveness to alternative rate designs, as Staff witness Brightwell explains.  He 

went on to testify that the value from such testing may eventually be realized by all 

stakeholders, as ComEd witness Dr. Hemphill notes, including, in his opinion, the 

Company itself, if it were, for example, to use the results to design new rate offerings or 

to support a proposal to install AMI meters throughout the Company’s service territory.  

He went on to state that if the Commission does permit recovery of some customer 

applications testing cost but is concerned about the level of expenditures on these tests, 

the Commission could consider capping the amount that ComEd would be permitted to 

recover.  Staff witness Schlaf testified that a cap of 10% above the projected cost of 

$14.839 million1 might be an appropriate limit.  He further pointed out that if such a limit 

is ordered by the Commission, the language in Rider AMP would need to be revised to 

reflect this change. Id., pp. 10-11 

                                            
1
 ComEd Ex. 4.0, Table 5, p. 27 
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e. Approve ComEd’s request to obtain a waiver of 83 Ill Adm. Code Part 
452 (IDC Rules) 

As set forth in the direct testimony of Staff witness Schlaf, Staff does not object to 

ComEd’s request to obtain a waiver of 83 Ill Adm. Code Part 452. ICC Staff Ex. 1.0, p. 4  

However, Staff recommends that ComEd be ordered to modify its Integrated Distribution 

Company (“IDC”) Implementation Plan.  Id., p. 13  The basis for Staff’s position is that in 

a prior case, Docket No. 08-0411, the Commission granted a waiver for the RRTP 

program on the basis that the General Assembly mandated that ComEd file a real-time 

pricing tariff.  Applying that reasoning to the ComEd request in this docket, he 

concluded that a waiver would be appropriate because the Commission directed 

ComEd to file an AMI pilot program.  Id., pp. 12-13  He further explained that the 

customer applications part of the pilot program will be negatively impacted if ComEd is 

unable to communicate with customers about the Rider AMP-CA rates, and he did not 

believe that the retail market would be diminished if ComEd is granted a waiver.  He 

recommended the following language to be added to ComEd’s IDC Implementation 

Plan. Id., pp. 13-14. 

Notwithstanding the foregoing, for the duration of its AMI Pilot program, including 
but not limited to its AMI Assessment Customer Applications Plan, as approved 
by the Commission in Docket No. 09-0263, ComEd will be authorized and 
permitted to: (1) promote the experimental retail supply rate designs reflected in 
its Rider AMP-CA to potential study participants, including the offering of 
incentives, and (2) seek to retain customers in the pilot on those rate designs, 
provided that such rates and activities shall not prevent customers from switching 
to RES supply service.  The Company will not act to discourage customers from 
switching to RES service.  

 

f. Additional filing requirements for non-AMI projects receiving federal 
funds Approval Process 
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Staff witness Schlaf recommended some additional filing requirements in the 

event that the Commission approves ComEd’s request to recover investments of non-

AMI smart grid projects for which it has received funding through the Department of 

Energy’s Smart Grid Investment Grant funding program.  Those additional requirements 

are: 

(f) A complete project description, including project costs, anticipated 
start and completion dates, and project scope 
(g) Discussion of the alternative projects that were considered and why 
the alternatives were rejected 
(h) Explanation of the need for the project  
(j) Project evaluation information, including cost-benefit analysis, 
operational savings and payback period 
(j) The list of reports relied upon by management when deciding to 
pursue the project 
 

The basis for the recommendation was that the information mirrors the list of information 

that utilities must provide to support their rate requests under Ill Adm. Code Part 285.  

Staff believes it must have this information to conduct a complete review of projects 

eligible for recovery under Rider AMP within the six months allotted for Commission 

review of projects that are proposed under Rider AMP. ICC Staff Ex. 1.0, pp. 14-15 

 
 7. David Brightwell addressed the following: 
 

a. City of Elgin Meters 

Staff witness Brightwell objects to any of the costs associated with the meters 

awarded to the City of Elgin as part of a “Community Energy Challenge” being 

recovered through Rider AMP.  The basis for his objection being that the meters are not 

being included in any pilot evaluations. ICC Staff Ex. 3.0, pp. 2-3 
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b. Customer Application Experiments   

Staff witness Brightwell had three recommendations concerning customer 

application experiments.  First, Staff witness Brightwell recommended that the 

Company’s rebuttal testimony indicate how the proposed customer application 

experiments differ from previous and ongoing experiments that have been implemented 

by other utilities and distinguish the benefits that result from its proposed experiments 

and those done elsewhere.  Second, he recommended that the Commission not 

approve the increasing block rate that the Company is proposing.  The basis for that 

position being that even if the pilot shows excellent results, it is unlikely that the rate 

design is pragmatic on a larger scale.  He further recommended that the Commission 

deny approval of at least $859,500 of that $14.8 million in spending on customer 

applications because the increasing block rate experiment that the Company is 

proposing is unlikely to provide information that is useful.  Third, he recommended that 

the Company in rebuttal testimony define the time ranges and prices for its proposed 

time of use rates.  He further recommended that if this information is unavailable by the 

time of Company rebuttal testimony, the Commission should direct the Company to 

work with Staff to ensure these rates are properly designed. ICC Staff Ex. 3.0, pp. 3-11 

 
 8. Peter Lazare addressed: 

 
a. Cost Recovery Mechanism 

Staff witness Lazare discussed the proposed mechanism for recovery of costs 

under Rider AMP.  ICC Staff Ex. 6.0, p. 2  He explained that under ComEd’s proposal 

the costs of the pilot program (meter costs (80% of the total cost) and customer 

application costs (the remaining 20% of the total cost)) for the most part are to be 
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recovered under recently approved Rider AMP. The program costs would be recovered 

from all customer classes through an equal percentage adjustment of distribution base 

rate revenues for all retail customers. Id., pp. 2-3. He pointed out that the IIEC and 

METRA/CTA opposed ComEd’s proposal. (Id.)  Staff witness Lazare testified that Cost-

causation should be the determinant of how these costs are recovered from ratepayers. 

He pointed out that it is a long-standing principle of the Commission that represents 

fairness and efficiency which are served by recovering from ratepayers only those costs 

they cause the utility to incur. Id., p. 5.  With regard to the customer application costs, 

Staff witness Lazare recommends that since the potential benefits of the rate designs 

and technologies being studied extend beyond residential customers to non-residential 

customers, the attendant costs should be recovered from all rate classes, not just 

residential customers. Thus, he opposes the IIEC’s proposal to recover customer 

applications costs from residential customers only. Id., p. 7 

With regard to the recovery of meter costs (assuming the Commission decides to 

limit rider recovery to the costs under the AMI pilot program only) Staff witness Lazare 

testified that it would make sense to base the recovery of costs under the proposed 

rider on a distribution of meter costs among rate classes as advocated by IIEC. Id., p. 9  

If rider recovery were limited to pilot program costs only, he would propose one key 

deviation from the IIEC approach. The IIEC had proposed to allocate 80% of the pilot 

program costs to classes based on the weighted meters allocator in IIEC Schedule 1.1 

and then assign to residential customer only the remaining 20% of costs pertaining to 

customer applications.  Mr. Lazare proposes to allocate 100% of pilot program costs to 

classes based on a weighted meter allocator because, he believes that the benefits of 
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the customer applications projects would extend beyond the residential class to 

nonresidential customers as well. Under that scenario, Mr. Lazare would concur with the 

IIEC that costs allocated to rate classes should be recovered from individual customers 

through an equal per-customer monthly charge. Id., pp. 9-10. 

 However, if the Commission decides Rider AMP should be the vehicle for 

recovering all of the costs under the Federal Stimulus program, it is Mr. Lazare’s 

position that the Company’s projected numbers would indicate that the most appropriate 

recovery mechanism is the percent of revenues approach proposed by ComEd.  Mr. 

Lazare explained that the Company’s projection that 41% of spending for projects to be 

recovered through Rider AMP will be both metering and customer applications  projects, 

if accurate, suggests that a meter-based recovery mechanism would be too narrow for 

the costs to be incurred.  In contrast, he pointed out that the percent of revenues 

approach better reflects the forecast that most of the spending will be on projects that 

modernize the distribution system and, therefore, more widely distribute benefits to 

customers as a whole. Id., p. 9. 

 

 9. Staff respectfully requests that the Illinois Commerce Commission 

approve Staff’s recommendations in this docket.  
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       Respectfully submitted, 
 
 
 
       ___________________________ 
 JOHN C. FEELEY 

CARMEN L. FOSCO 
Office of General Counsel 
Illinois Commerce Commission 
160 North LaSalle Street, Suite C-800 
Chicago, IL  60601 
Phone:  (312) 793-2877 
Fax:  (312) 793-1556 
 
 
jfeeley@icc.illinois.gov 
cfosco@icc.illinois.gov 
 

 
August 17, 2009 

Counsel for the Staff of the  
Illinois Commerce Commission 
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